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Lattice-Based Public-Key Cryptography in Hardware (Computer Architecture and Design Methodologies)Springer, 2019

	This book describes the efficient implementation of public-key cryptography (PKC) to address the security challenges of massive amounts of information generated by the vast network of connected devices, ranging from tiny Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags to powerful desktop computers. It investigates implementation aspects of post...
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The ASMBS Textbook of Bariatric SurgerySpringer, 2019

	
		?The fully updated 2nd edition of this textbook continues to serve as a comprehensive guide for information dealing with the ever-evolving field of bariatric surgery. The chapters are written by experts in the field and include the most up-to-date information, including new sections on quality in bariatric surgery, endoscopic...
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The Economics of Speed: Machine Speed as the Key Factor in Productivity (Lecture Notes in Production Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This is the first book to examine the “nuts and bolts” of production processes. It proposes a truly consilient approach to modeling production processes – one that goes beyond the vague principles found in standard economics – and provides details that are consistent with the applied mechanics and engineering...
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Advancement of Machine Intelligence in Interactive Medical Image Analysis (Algorithms for Intelligent Systems)Springer, 2019

	The book discusses major technical advances and research findings in the field of machine intelligence in medical image analysis. It examines the latest technologies and that have been implemented in clinical practice, such as computational intelligence in computer-aided diagnosis, biological image analysis, and computer-aided surgery and...
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Integrating Soft Computing into Strategic Prospective Methods: Towards an Adaptive Learning Environment Supported by Futures Studies (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses how to build optimization tools able to generate better future studies. It aims at showing how these tools can be used to develop an adaptive learning environment that can be used for decision making in the presence of uncertainties. The book starts with existing fuzzy techniques and multicriteria decision making...
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A Journey towards Patient-Centered Healthcare Quality: Patients, Families and Caregivers, Voices of TransformationSpringer, 2019

	
		
			
				This book provides valuable insight into emerging trends in healthcare delivery; patient, family and caregiver engagement and the intersection of the two. It is unique in that it not only incorporates patient’s voice but provides context in the application of patients’ families and caregivers in...
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Successful Global Collaborations in Higher Education InstitutionsSpringer, 2019

	
		This open access book presents deep investigation to the manifold topics pertaining to global university collaboration. It outlines the strategies King Abdulaziz University has employed to rise in global rankings, and the reasons chosen to collaborate with other academic and research institutes. The environment in which universities...
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Children in Street Situations: A Concept in Search of an Object (Children’s Well-Being: Indicators and Research)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides new insights on the lives of children in street situations by providing analyses from a qualitative perspective on the sociology of childhood. It proposes some insightful perspectives on the current discussion about the rights of children in street situations. It includes a unique selection of texts, which were...
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Air Power and Freight: The View from the European Union and China (SpringerBriefs in Energy)Springer, 2019

	
		This book addresses the challenges of planning sustainable freight transport systems (road and air) in a time when the industry faces increasing pressure from environmental limits, climate change, carbon emission targets, bottlenecks in oil supply, infrastructure shortages and urban congestion.  The author examines sustainable...
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Governance, Policy and Juxtaposition: A Maritime PerspectiveSpringer, 2019

	
		This book considers governance and policy-making within the maritime sector, and focuses significantly on the dimensional context within which governance works. Recognising the importance of understanding governance and policy at times when the world is faced with social, political, and economic problems, it highlights the fact that...
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Robot 2019: Fourth Iberian Robotics Conference: Advances in Robotics, Volume 1 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers a selection of papers presented at ROBOT 2019 – the Fourth Iberian Robotics Conference, held in Porto, Portugal, on November 20th–22nd, 2019. ROBOT 2019 is part of a series of conferences jointly organized by the SPR – Sociedade Portuguesa de Robótica (Portuguese Society for Robotics) and...
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Computer Vision in Advanced Control Systems-5: Advanced Decisions in Technical and Medical Applications (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2019

	The research book is a continuation of our previous books which are focused on the recent advances in computer vision methodologies and technical solutions using conventional and intelligent paradigms.

	

	• Computer Vision in Control Systems—1, Mathematical Theory, ISRL Series, Volume 73, Springer-Verlag, 2015
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